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WAIVER AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT
between
SCOAN AND/OR EMMANUEL TV
and

________________________________________________
(FULL NAME AND SURNAME OF VISITOR)

TO:

1.

SCOAN and/or Emmanuel TV and their respective directors, trustees, officers,
employees, agents, independent contractors, sub-contractors, representatives,
successors, assignees and guests (all whom are hereafter collectively referred to
as the (“Releasees”)

2.

IN CONSIDERATION of SCOAN and Emmanuel Television granting me
permission and licence to visit The Synagogue Church of All Nations premises,
utilize their various facilitiesfor visitors and participate in all their programmes/
activities designed for visitors, I hereby expressly and unequivocally declare as
follows:
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I.

That the rules and regulations of SCOAN and Emmanuel TV relating to
visitors have been duly brought to my notice and I understand the same.

II.

That I agree to be bound by the said rules and regulations during the
duration of my visit to SCOAN and Emmanuel TV.

III.

That a fundament condition of my visit to SCOAN and Emmanuel TV and
participation in SCOAN and Emmanuel TV programmes is that SCOAN,
Emmanuel TV,their officers, trustees and/or directors, employees,
disciples, agents or representatives, successors, guests hereinafter
referred to

as (the “Releasees”) are absolved from all liabilities for

accidents, death, loss, damages, theft of personal property, bodily injuries
howsoever caused to me or suffered by me in the course of either my
participation in SCOAN and/or Emmanuel TV programmes or during the
whole duration of my visit.

IV.

I further waive, covenant and undertake not to sue the Releasees for any
claims that would have accrued to me in contract, tort or by the provisions
of any statute in force in Nigeria by reason of any act, negligence or
omission of SCOAN and Emmanuel TV is that SCOAN, Emmanuel TV
their officers, trustees and/or directors, employees, disciples, agents or
representatives, successors, guests (the “Releasees”).

Definition
In this Waiver and Indemnity Agreement, the term “SCOAN/Emmanuel TV
Programmes’’ shall include but not limited to all prayers, healing, deliverance,
prophecy, anointing water and sermons, accommodation, transportation, events
i.e. crusades or public meeting and services, provision of food and liquids, loss of
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properties, filming and recording (including but not limited to collection of such
recording) of my images, my participation in and contribution to the services and
activities held at SCOAN and/or Emmanuel TV in all mediums as televisions,
internet, live broadcasts, photographs, DVD’s and any current or future electronic
means of production and associated and/or connected therewith.
V.

I am familiar with the SCOAN and/or Emmanuel TV Programmes, and further as
more fully set out above and I hereby freely and voluntarily accept such
Programmes and participation therewith.

VI.

In entering into this Waiver and Indemnity Agreement, I am not relying on any
oral or written representations or statements made by the Releasees with respect
to the SCOAN and/or Emmanuel TV Programmes, other than what is set forth in
this Waiver and Indemnity Agreement.

VII.

I confirm that I have read and understand this Agreement prior to signing it and I
am aware that by signing this Agreement, I am waiving certain substantial legal
rights which I or my heirs, next of kin, executors, administrators, assigns and
representatives may have against the Releasees and I further agree that this
Agreement may be treated as a Complete defence to any action or proceedings
that may be brought against the Releasees and shall forever be a complete bar
to the commencement or prosecution of any action or proceedings which is within
the scope of the release contemplated under this Agreement.

VIII. I hereby confirm that I understand and acknowledge the nature and extent of
SCOAN and/or Emmanuel TV Programmes and, I am voluntarily participating in
those SCOAN and/or Emmanuel TV Programmes with knowledge of the nature
and extent of such Programmes , and further agree to accept SCOAN and/or
Emmanuel TV Programmes without any reservation whatsoever.
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IX.

I understand and acknowledge that some SCOAN and/or Emmanuel TV
Programmes may impose additional specific requirements and/or require
additional

specific

waivers.

I

hereby

agreeto

those

additional

and

specificrequirements and waivers, which may be posted at the appropriate facility
and on SCOAN and/or Emmanuel TV’s website.
X.

I further agree to indemnify and hold harmless the Releasees from any loss,
liability, damage or cost, including attorneys' fees, (“made by any third party”)
they may incur due to my visit and participation in SCOAN and/or Emmanuel TV
Progammesas aresult of my negligence actions or inactions which are contrary
and negate the professional advice, guidance and instruction of the Releasees.

XI.

I further agree that this Waiver and Indemnity Agreement is intended to be as
broad and inclusive as is permitted by the law of Nigeria and that if any portion
hereof is held invalid, the remainder of the Agreement will continue in full legal
force and effect.

XII.

I further agree that shall strictly be governed by the Nigerian Law and the venue
for any legal proceedings shall be in the Nigerian Court.

XIII. I consider to the use of my name, likeness, voice and biographical material in
connection with these recordings.
I waive my rights to:•

Any claims for payments or royalties;

•

Any input or controls regarding editing, broadcast, publication and storage –
in any jurisdiction, now and in the future;

•

Any action, legal or otherwise in respect to these recordings and their use,
publication and distribution by SCOAN and/or Emmanuel TV.
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XIV. I affirm that I am of legal age and am freely signing this Agreement voluntarily
without any duress or cohesion. I have read this Agreement and fully understand
that I am giving up legal rights and remedies that I might have now or in the
future.
By Parent or Guardian
If the participant is a minor, I affirm that I am of legal age and am the parent or legal
guardian of that minor. On behalf of the minor, I have read this Agreement and fully
understand that I am giving up legal rights and remedies that I, my spouse, a legal
guardian for the minor, or the minor might have now or in the future.
TITLE

LAST NAME

PHYSICAL ADDRESS

FIRST NAME

EMAIL ADDRESS

PROVINCE/STATE

COUNTRY

PASSPORT NUMBER:

AGE

SIGNED AT ___________________________________ ON _____________________

______________________________
VISITOR’S SIGNATURE
OR LEGAL GUARDIAN IF A MINOR
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